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English for Carers (UCOC version)is a book which can
be used in conjunction with online materials by carers,
personal care assistants, nursing assistants and nurses
who care for the elderly. A variety of common situations
are presented, including end-of-life care. Dialogues are
introduced using short YouTube cartoon videos with
related practice activities. The book has a
communication focus aimed at Pre-Intermediate Level
(A2) Virginia Allum is a medical English author who has
published several EFL/ESP books for nurses, nursing
assistants and doctors. She is a practising Registered
Nurse in the UK and has taught in a Diploma of Nurses
and Aged Care Certificate in Australia. She is a coauthor of both 'Cambridge English for Nursing' books as
well as several online courses for nurses and healthcare
assistants
The sexy, witty and often bizarre novels, poetry and
dialogues of the first centuries of this era (works such as
Longus' Daphnis and Chloe, Achilles Tatius' Leukippe
and Cleitophon and Plutarch's Amatorius) were being
composed at the same time as fundamental ideas about
the body, gender and sexuality were being set in place
with the rise of Christianity and the Church to dominate
the pagan world. Modern writers on the history of
sexuality have largely ignored this literature in favour of
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prose treatises,
philosophy and
Christian homilies.
Simon Goldhill, writing with the same wit and verve as
the ancient writers with whom he engages, sets out to
put these texts back into the history of sexuality. The
result is a dazzling celebration of sex and sexuality in the
Greek literature of the first centuries CE.
A short self-study or classroom course (40-60 hours) for
nurses who need to use English in the
workplace"--Publisher's description.
Cambridge English For Engineering Is For Intermediate
To Upper-Intermediate Level (B1 - B2) Learners Of
English Who Need To Use English In An Engineering
Environment. The Course Is Particularly Suitable For
Civil, Mechanical And Electrical Engineers And Can Be
Used In The Classroom Or For Self-Study. Cambridge
English For Engineering Is Designed To Improve The
Communication Skills And Specialist Language
Knowledge Of Engineers, Enabling Them To
Communicate More Confidently And Effectively. With An
Emphasis On Listening And Speaking, The Ten
Standalone Units Cover Topics Common To All Fields Of
Engineering Such As Monitoring And Control;
Procedures And Precautions; And Engineering Design.
Authentic Activities Based On Everyday Engineering
Situations - From Describing Technical Problems And
Solutions To Working With Drawings - Make The Course
Relevant And Motivating. In Addition, A Set Of Case
Studies Available Online Provide Problem-Solving In
Authentic Engineering Scenarios. The Online Teacher'S
Book Has Extensive Background Information For The
Non-Specialist Teacher, Useful Web Links And Extra
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Printable Activities.
The Course
Comprises: Student'S
Book With 2 Audio Cds Engineering Case Studies Online
Teacher'S Book Online
Cambridge English Empower is a general adult course
that combines course content from Cambridge University
Press with validated assessment from the experts at
Cambridge English Language Assessment. Elementary
Presentation Plus provides the complete Elementary
Student's Book content and the Workbook content with
built-in annotation tools, embedded audio, and class
video in an easy-to-operate format for interactive
whiteboards or computers and projectors.
`This is an excellent text which charts a safe path for
students through the minefield that is contemporary
British party politics in a wonderfully efficient yet
engaging way.'---Colin Hay, University Of Sheffield -Essential grammar reference and practice for anyone
using English in a business context. Grammar for
Business is a must-have for intermediate business
students and anyone using English in the workplace. It
provides clear explanations and authentic practice of the
most essential language used in business English.
Designed to help you improve your communication skills
in real business situations, it includes a unique focus on
spoken as well as written grammar, and practical tips on
areas such as organising presentations, negotiating and
giving your opinion. Ideal for classroom use and self
study.
Dynamic data assimilation is the assessment,
combination and synthesis of observational data,
scientific laws and mathematical models to determine the
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state of a complex
physical system,
preliminary step in making predictions about the
system's behaviour. The topic has assumed increasing
importance in fields such as numerical weather
prediction where conscientious efforts are being made to
extend the term of reliable weather forecasts beyond the
few days that are presently feasible. This book is
designed to be a basic one-stop reference for graduate
students and researchers. It is based on graduate
courses taught over a decade to mathematicians,
scientists, and engineers, and its modular structure
accommodates the various audience requirements. Thus
Part I is a broad introduction to the history, development
and philosophy of data assimilation, illustrated by
examples; Part II considers the classical, static
approaches, both linear and nonlinear; and Part III
describes computational techniques. Parts IV to VII are
concerned with how statistical and dynamic ideas can be
incorporated into the classical framework. Key themes
covered here include estimation theory, stochastic and
dynamic models, and sequential filtering. The final part
addresses the predictability of dynamical systems.
Chapters end with a section that provides pointers to the
literature, and a set of exercises with instructive hints.
Argues scientific research shows homosexuality is not merely
a set of behaviors anyone might show, but that homosexuals
are a distinct group of people, and discusses the social
implications
Take a better approach to English for ESL health care
students and practitioners. This workbook-based method
uses a variety of interactive learning techniques to develop
their mastery of medical English and their ability to use and
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self-study and classroom instruction.
A short self-study or classroom course (40-60 hours) for
nurses who need to use English in the workplace.
Revised OET Writing for Nurses for OET 2.0 Description of
the Marking Criteria and two sample letters. CONTENTS
Criterion 1: Overall task fulfilment Criterion 2:
Appropriateness of language Criterion 3: Comprehension of
Stimulus Criterion 4: Grammar and Cohesion Criterion 5:
Spelling and Punctuation Sample Referral Letter Sample
Informational Letter
Roger Lass offers a critical survey of the foundations of the
art of historical linguistics.
The contemporary design and updated material in this revised
edition will motivate students preparing for the 2015
Cambridge English: First exam.The exams skills training
activities and tips give students confidence when approaching
FCE tasks.The Student's Book includes access to an online
practice test, as well as Online Skills Practice, to give learners
plenty of support outside class.
International Legal English Teacher's Book is an essential
companion for any teacher wishing to use International Legal
English in the classroom. The book offers invaluable
background information about the law topics discussed,
giving teachers the confidence to explore these topics with
their students. The Teacher's Book guides the teacher
through the exercises in the book and suggests optional
consolidation activities along the way. It includes 45 extra
photocopiable activities and adds a whole new
communicative dimension to the course, with lots of ideas for
discussion and role-plays.
Cambridge English for Nursing Pre-intermediate Student's
Book with Audio CDCambridge University Press
From the makers of OET.Test and build your English skills
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with this official
OET Nursing resource.
Book includes:* Three OET practice tests with answer keys*
An overview of OET and how the test is scored* The TestTaker's Information Guide* Key assessment criteria* Useful
language information.***Want to buy both print and kindle
versions?***Buy the print book from Amazon.com and you will
be given the option to purchase the kindle book at a heavily
discounted price.
English for Medicine in Higher Education Studies The Garnet
Education English for Specific Academic Purposes series
won the Duke of Edinburgh English Speaking Union English
Language Book Award in 2009. English for Medicine is a
skills-based course designed specifically for students of
medicine who are about to enter English-medium tertiary level
studies. It provides carefully graded practice and progression
in the key academic skills that all students need, such as
listening to lectures and speaking in seminars. It also equips
students with the specialist medical language they need to
participate successfully within a medical faculty. Extensive
listening exercises come from medical lectures, and all
reading texts are taken from the same field of study. There is
also a focus throughout on the key medical vocabulary that
students will need. The Teacher's Book includes:
Comprehensive teaching notes on all exercises to help
teachers prepare effective lessons Complete answer keys to
all exercises Full transcripts of listening exercises Facsimiles
of Course Book pages at the appropriate point in each unit
Photocopiable resource pages and ideas for additional
activities The Garnet English for Specific Academic Purposes
series covers a range of academic subjects. All titles present
the same skills and vocabulary points. Teachers can
therefore deal with a range of ESAP courses at the same
time, knowing that each subject title will focus on the same
key skills and follow the same structure. Key Features
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Systematic approach
to developing
academic skills through
relevant content. Focus on receptive skills (reading and
listening) to activate productive skills (writing and speaking) in
subject area. Eight-page units combine language and
academic skills teaching. Vocabulary and academic skills
bank in each unit for reference and revision. Audio CDs for
further self-study or homework. Ideal coursework for EAP
teachers.
Good Practice focuses on the language and communication
skills that doctors need to make consultations more effective
using five elements of good communication: verbal
communication, active listening, voice management, nonverbal communication and cultural awareness. The course
teaches learners how to sensitively handle a range of
situations such as taking a patient history and breaking bad
news, as well as preparing doctors for dealing with different
types of patients. Good Practice demonstrates the impact of
good communication on the doctor-patient relationship and
enables students to become confident and effective
practitioners in English.
From the Booker Prize winning author of Amsterdam, a
brilliant new novel. On the hottest day of the summer of 1935,
thirteen-year-old Briony Tallis sees her sister Cecilia strip off
her clothes and plunge into the fountain in the garden of their
country house. Watching her is Robbie Turner, son of the
Tallis’s cleaning lady, whose education has been subsidized
by Cecilia’s and Briony’s father, and who, like Cecilia, has
recently come down from Cambridge. By day's end, their lives
will be changed – irrevocably. Robbie and Cecilia will have
crossed a boundary they had not imagined at its start. And
Briony will have witnessed mysteries, seen an unspeakable
word, and committed a crime for which she will spend the rest
of her life trying to atone… Brilliant and utterly enthralling in its
depiction of love and war and class and childhood and
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England, An Atonement
is a profound
– and profoundly
moving – exploration of shame and forgiveness, of atonement
and of the possibility of absolution.
Passing the HESI Admission Assessment Exam is the first
step on the journey to becoming a successful healthcare
professional. Be prepared to pass the exam with the most upto-date HESI Admission Assessment Exam Review, 5th
Edition! From the testing experts at HESI, this user-friendly
guide walks you through the topics and question types found
on admission exams, including: math, reading
comprehension, vocabulary, grammar, biology, chemistry,
anatomy and physiology, and physics. The guide includes
hundreds of sample questions as well as step-by-step
explanations, illustrations, and comprehensive practice
exams to help you review various subject areas and improve
test-taking skills. Plus, the pre-test and post-test help identify
your specific weak areas so study time can be focused where
it’s needed most. HESI Hints boxes offer valuable test-taking
tips, as well as rationales, suggestions, examples, and
reminders for specific topics. Step-by-step explanations and
sample problems in the math section show you how to work
through each and know how to answer. Sample questions in
all sections prepare you for the questions you will find on the
A2 Exam. A 25-question pre-test at the beginning of the text
helps assess your areas of strength and weakness before
using the text. A 50-question comprehensive post-test at the
back of the text includes rationales for correct and incorrect
answers. Easy-to-read format with consistent section features
(introduction, key terms, chapter outline, and a bulleted
summary) help you organize your review time and understand
the information. NEW! Updated, thoroughly reviewed content
helps you prepare to pass the HESI Admission Assessment
Exam. NEW! Comprehensive practice exams with over 200
questions on the Evolve companion site help you become
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familiar with the
types of test questions.
Ordered to Care examines the ideology, practice, and efforts
at reforming American nursing from 1850-1945.
In 1967, after a session with a psychiatrist she'd never seen
before, eighteen-year-old Susanna Kaysen was put in a taxi
and sent to McLean Hospital. She spent most of the next two
years in the ward for teenage girls in a psychiatric hospital as
renowned for its famous clientele—Sylvia Plath, Robert Lowell,
James Taylor, and Ray Charles—as for its progressive
methods of treating those who could afford its sanctuary.
Kaysen's memoir encompasses horror and razor-edged
perception while providing vivid portraits of her fellow patients
and their keepers. It is a brilliant evocation of a "parallel
universe" set within the kaleidoscopically shifting landscape
of the late sixties. Girl, Interrupted is a clear-sighted,
unflinching document that gives lasting and specific
dimension to our definitions of sane and insane, mental
illness and recovery.
Cambridge English for Scientists is a short course (40-60
hours) for student and professional scientists.

Business Vocabulary in Use includes 66 easy-to-use
units, with vocabulary items presented and explained on
the left-hand pages and a range of practice exercises on
the right-hand pages. It also includes a comprehensive
answer key. The book covers a huge range of business
topics including jobs; people and organisations;
production; marketing; finance and the economy, and
business culture. Learners will develop essential
business communication skills, focusing on the language
used for meetings, negotiations and presentations.
[Source : 4e de couv.].
Summary: "Cambridge English for Human Resources
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resources and personnel development, from
understanding the essentials of resourcing and
outsourcing through to strategic HR. The ten standalone
units allowlearners to focus on the areas of HR and
Personnel Development most important to them. As well
as teaching the specialist vocabulary and theory of HR,
the course also develops job-specific skills such as
coaching, designing and implementing appraisal
systems, managing conflict and others."--Cambridge
website, viewed 1st Sept, 2011.
Cambridge English Empower is more than just a course
book - it's a complete solution for effective learning and
teaching! This new general English course for adult and
young adult learners combines course content from
Cambridge University Press with validated assessment
from the experts at Cambridge English Language
Assessment. Empower's unique mix of engaging
classroom materials and reliable assessment, with
personalised online practice, enables learners to make
consistent and measurable progress.
A study of two contrasting towns in Anatolia, based on
documents from the kadi registers.
Practical Faster Reading provides the basis for a reading
improvement course lasting a total of 30 class hours and
has proved popular with students and teachers in a
variety of settings. Thirty passages covering a wide
range of topics of general interest and accompanying
exercises give practice in the reading skills needed at
upper-intermediate and more advanced levels.
Substantial increases in reading speed are usually
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attained with Professional
improvements in
comprehension and
vocabulary. The full answer key for self-checking also
makes this useful for the student working alone.
Professional English in Use Medicine contains 60 units
covering a wide variety of medical vocabulary. Topics
include diseases and symptoms, investigations,
treatment, examining and prevention. The book also
introduces general medical vocabulary related to parts
and functions of the body, medical and para-medical
personnel, education and training, research, and
presentations. Professional English in Use Medicine has
been carefully researched using the Institute for Applied
Language Studies medical corpus and is a must for
teachers of medical English and for medical practitioners
who need to use English at work, either in their own
country or abroad.
"Professional English in Use Medicine contains 60 units
covering a wide variety of medical vocabulary. Topics
include diseases and symptoms, investigations,
treatment, examining and prevention. The book also
introduces general medical vocabulary related to parts
and functions of the body, medical and para-medical
personnel, education and training, research, and
presentations. Professional English in Use Medicine has
been carefully researched using the Institute for Applied
Language Studies medical corpus and is a must for
teachers of medical English and for medical practitioners
who need to use English at work, either in their own
country or abroad."--Publisher's website.
From Roosevelt to Truman initially investigates Truman's
foreign policy background and then examines the legacy
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This unique history of telegraphic news gathering and
news flow evaluates the effect of the innovative
technology on the evolution of the concept of news and
journalistic practices. It also addresses problems of
technological innovation and diffusion. Menahem
Blondheim's main concern, however, is the development
of oligopoly in business and the control revolution in
American society. He traces the discovery of timely news
as a commodity, presenting a lively and detailed account
of the emergence of the New York Associated Press
(AP) as the first private sector national monopoly in the
United States and Western Union as the first industrial
one.
English for Nurses provides a perfect solution to the
needs of nursing undergraduates. Based on the INC
syllabus, it is an indispensable resource for B.Sc.
Nursing students. Students of M.Sc. Nursing and those
going for NCLEX, TOEFL and IELTS will also find it
tremendously useful. The book has been written keeping
in mind the requirements of the modern Indian nurses to
converse well in English. As they serve in different
national and international locations, English is their only
window to the outside world. This book provides
comprehensive study material and practice exercises on
English language the way it is used in day-to-day
conversations in the hospital environment. Salient
Features • Comprehensive, exhaustive and wellstructured coverage • Lucid presentation with easy
language for ease of comprehension • Ample number of
examples, tables and other learning aids • All the
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essential elements
of communication
nursing practice like nursing reports, records, etc.,
discussed, analysed and exemplified • Examples from
real-life health care communications provided •
Exhaustive end-of-chapter exercises • Solutions for all
objective type exercises given What’s New in the
Second Edition • More examples have been added in
the chapters • Exercises have been increased in several
chapters • Several chapters like Narration and Voice
have been revised for better clarity of the concept •
Chapters like Essay Writing and Comprehension have
been revised to include more health care scenarios
No account is more critical to our understanding of Joan
of Arc than the contemporary record of her trial in 1431.
Convened at Rouen and directed by bishop Pierre
Cauchon, the trial culminated in Joan's public execution
for heresy. The trial record, which sometimes preserves
Joan's very words, unveils her life, character, visions,
and motives in fascinating detail. Here is one of our
richest sources for the life of a medieval woman. This
new translation, the first in fifty years, is based on the full
record of the trial proceedings in Latin. Recent
scholarship dates this text to the year of the trial itself,
thereby lending it a greater claim to authority than had
traditionally been assumed. Contemporary documents
copied into the trial furnish a guide to political
developments in Joan's career—from her capture to the
attempts to control public opinion following her
execution. Daniel Hobbins sets the trial in its legal and
historical context. In exploring Joan's place in fifteenthcentury society, he suggests that her claims to divine
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revelation conformed
to a recognizable
women in her culture, yet Joan broke this mold by
embracing a military lifestyle. By combining the roles of
visionary and of military leader, Joan astonished
contemporaries and still fascinates us today. Obscured
by the passing of centuries and distorted by the lens of
modern cinema, the story of the historical Joan of Arc
comes vividly to life once again.
OET Speaking for Nurses Book 1 outlines the speaking
sub-test under headings relating to the marking criteria
for the test. Each section includes a sample role play
which links to a YouTube cartoon video. Virginia Allum is
the Head of Medical English for Specialist Language
Courses and is an OET Premium Preparation Provider.
Contents of the book 1. Introduction to the Speaking Subtest 2. Building a Relationship with the Patient Scenario:
Child with Burns Scenario: Teenage Boy with Scurvy 3.
Understanding the Patient's Point of View Scenario:
Dealing with Complaints 4. Conducting the Role Play
using a clear structure Scenario: Dog Bite 5. Asking for
information and showing understanding Scenario:
Irritable Bowel Syndrome 6. Providing information and
checking understanding Scenario: Sleep Apnoea
Authored by a qualified engineer with professional
experience in both engineering and English language
teaching, the book covers essential technical English
vocabulary in context. Over 1000 words and phrases are
presented to help engineers or engineering students
better communicate in English on the job, using a format
designed to make self-study more intuitive-- words and
expressions are explained on the left-hand pages, and
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are on theEnglish
right hand pages. Suitable
for Upper Intermediate level learners of English (CEF
B1-B2).
Background reading and activities used for EMP Teacher
Training.Practical tips for developing texts and activities
for health care professionals.
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